Various activities were performed at ICAR-IASRI from 16-05-2017 to 31-05-2017. All the activities performed under this “Swachh Bharat Mission” are listed below:
Activities

Activity 1 - Oath taking ceremony followed by Cleaning of self occupied room including listing out of old unwanted records & items for auctions on 24-05-2017
Activity 2 - Cleaning activities performed in front area of Administrative cum Training Block, TAC and its, adjoining lawns of the institute on 25-05-2017.
Activity 3 - Cleaning activities performed in front area of Old building and its surrounding area & lawns of the institute on 26-05-2017
Activity 4 - Cleaning activities performed outside the Computer building, Panse hostel surrounding area and adjoining lawns on 27-05-2017
Activity 5 - Cleaning activities performed in ITH & Sukhatme hostel surrounding area on 29-05-2017
Activity 6 - Cleaning activities performed in Krishi Niketan, Paschim Vihar, New Delhi on 30-05-2017
Activity 7 - Cleaning activities performed in Museum by Shri Pal Singh on 31-05-2017
Activity 8 - Creating awareness for cleanliness in J.J. colony in front of Institute on 31-05-2017